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It's late summer 1793, and the streets of Philadelphia are abuzz with mosquitoes
and rumors of fever. Down near the docks, many have taken ill, and the fatalities
are mounting. Now they include Polly, the serving girl at the Cook Coffeehouse. But
fourteen-year-old Mattie Cook doesn't get a moment to mourn the passing of her
childhood playmate. New customers have overrun her family's coffee shop, located
far from the mosquito-infested river, and Mattie's concerns of fever are all but
overshadowed by dreams of growing her family's small business into a thriving
enterprise. But when the fever begins to strike closer to home, Mattie's struggle to
build a new life must give way to a new fight-the fight to stay alive.

Always Hungry?
Howard Zehr is the father of Restorative Justice and is known worldwide for his
pioneering work in transforming understandings of justice. Here he proposes
workable principles and practices for making Restorative Justice possible in this
revised and updated edition of his bestselling, seminal book on the movement.
(The original edition has sold more than 110,000 copies.) Restorative Justice, with
its emphasis on identifying the justice needs of everyone involved in a crime, is a
worldwide movement of growing influence that is helping victims and communities
heal, while holding criminals accountable for their actions. This is not soft-on-crime,
feel-good philosophy, but rather a concrete effort to bring justice and healing to
everyone involved in a crime. In The Little Book of Restorative Justice, Zehr first
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explores how restorative justice is different from criminal justice. Then, before
letting those appealing observations drift out of reach into theoretical space, Zehr
presents Restorative Justice practices. Zehr undertakes a massive and complex
subject and puts it in graspable from, without reducing or trivializing it. This
resource is also suitable for academic classes and workshops, for conferences and
trainings, as well as for the layperson interested in understanding this innovative
and influential movement.

Intuitive Eating, 2nd Edition
New York Times bestselling author Dr. Pamela Peeke helps readers trim their
waists, shed pounds, and lengthen their lives in her witty, tough-love functional
fitness and lifestyle plan. Dr. Pamela Peeke's New York Times bestseller Body-forLIFE for Women helped scores of readers transform their bodies. Her newest book
shines light on the heavy weight of the 21st century lifestyle, with its fake food,
desk jobs, clutter, and endless stress, and asks readers, "If your life depended on
it, could you run up four flights of stairs right now? Are you Fit to Live, not only to
survive, but to enjoy life?" For most people, the answer is no and they don't know
it. Combining Peeke's trademark in-your-face wit with heart-stopping reality
checks, Fit to Live offers readers an active health/lifestyle assessment: How many
pushups can they do in 2 minutes? How many servings of processed foods did they
eat today? Peeke translates those results into research-based predictions of
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readers' long-term prognoses and helps readers gauge just how much fat—mental,
nutritional, physical, financial, environmental—to cut from their toxic lifestyles to
become Fit to Live. Showing how these five core areas intertwine, Peeke offers
bottom-line strategies to adapt and adjust to life's stresses; get a stronger, leaner
body; enjoy greater financial security; and create a healthier living space. Readers
will become Fit to Live and lead dynamic and exciting lives, both now and for the
future.

Catching Fire (The Hunger Games, Book 2)
Drawing from cutting-edge research in gender-based medicine, women's health
expert and best-selling author Dr. Pamela Peeke tailors the original Body–for–Life
program to the unique obstacles women face. With stunning before-and-after
photos and testimonials providing motivation and inspiration, Body–for–Life for
Women features a 12-week Mind-Mouth-Muscle eating, exercise, and emotional
health program for women to help them achieve optimal health during their
hormonal milestones.

The Fat Flush Plan
For decades, NGOs targeting world hunger focused on ensuring that adequate
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quantities of food were being sent to those in need. In the 1990s, the international
food policy community turned its focus to the "hidden hunger" of micronutrient
deficiencies, a problem that resulted in two scientific solutions: fortification, the
addition of nutrients to processed foods, and biofortification, the modification of
crops to produce more nutritious yields. This hidden hunger was presented as a
scientific problem to be solved by "experts" and scientifically engineered smart
foods rather than through local knowledge, which was deemed unscientific and,
hence, irrelevant. In Hidden Hunger, Aya Hirata Kimura explores this recent
emphasis on micronutrients and smart foods within the international development
community and, in particular, how the voices of women were silenced despite their
expertise in food purchasing and preparation. Kimura grounds her analysis in case
studies of attempts to enrich and market three basic foods—rice, wheat flour, and
baby food—in Indonesia. She shows the power of nutritionism and how its technical
focus enhanced the power of corporations as a government partner while
restricting public participation in the making of policy for public health and food.
She also analyzes the role of advertising to promote fortified foodstuffs and traces
the history of Golden Rice, a crop genetically engineered to alleviate vitamin A
deficiencies. Situating the recent turn to smart food in Indonesia and elsewhere as
part of a long history of technical attempts to solve the Third World food problem,
Kimura deftly analyzes the intersection of scientific expertise, market forces, and
gendered knowledge to illuminate how hidden hunger ultimately defined women as
victims rather than as active agents.
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Food and Addiction
A modern-day classic. This highly acclaimed adventure series about two friends
desperate to save their doomed city has captivated kids and teachers alike for
almost fifteen years and has sold over 3.5 MILLION copies! The city of Ember was
built as a last refuge for the human race. Two hundred years later, the great lamps
that light the city are beginning to flicker. When Lina finds part of an ancient
message, she’s sure it holds a secret that will save the city. She and her friend
Doon must race to figure out the clues before the lights go out on Ember forever!
Nominated to 28 State Award Lists! An American Library Association Notable
Children’s Book A New York Public Library 100 Titles for Reading and Sharing
Selection A Kirkus Reviews Editors’ Choice A Child Magazine Best Children’s Book A
Mark Twain Award Winner A William Allen White Children’s Book Award Winner “A
realistic post-apocalyptic world. DuPrau’s book leaves Doon and Lina on the verge
of undiscovered country and readers wanting more.” —USA Today “An electric
debut.” —Publishers Weekly, Starred “While Ember is colorless and dark, the book
itself is rich with description.” —VOYA, Starred “A harrowing journey into the
unknown, and cryptic messages for readers to decipher.” —Kirkus Reviews, Starred

A Wrinkle in Time
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We've all been there-angry with ourselves for overeating, for our lack of willpower,
for failing at yet another diet that was supposed to be the last one. But the
problem is not you, it's that dieting, with its emphasis on rules and regulations, has
stopped you from listening to your body. Written by two prominent nutritionists,
Intuitive Eating focuses on nurturing your body rather than starving it, encourages
natural weight loss, and helps you find the weight you were meant to be. Learn:
*How to reject diet mentality forever *How our three Eating Personalities define our
eating difficulties *How to feel your feelings without using food *How to honor
hunger and feel fullness *How to follow the ten principles of Intuitive Eating, stepby-step *How to achieve a new and safe relationship with food and, ultimately,
your body With much more compassionate, thoughtful advice on satisfying,
healthy living, this newly revised edition also includes a chapter on how the
Intuitive Eating philosophy can be a safe and effective model on the path to
recovery from an eating disorder.

Blood Red Road
The co-host of TLC's hit series, Freaky Eaters, reveals the ultimate diet plan to kick
the junk-food habit in just four weeks- without the pain of withdrawal. In March
2010, The Scripps Research Institute released a study showing how rats on a junkfood diet had just as difficult a time-if not more so-giving up excess fat and sugar
as the rats who were struggling to recover from cocaine dependence. The results
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showed that certain foods actually alter the brain's chemistry, making our
consumption of these foods less like an indulgence and more like an addiction. Our
brains require two key neurotransmitters to maintain proper mood and function,
serotonin and dopamine. We get a rush of the two when we eat junk food, but the
converse is also true: If we stop eating them cold turkey, we go through serotonin
and dopamine withdrawal. This is what causes so many dieters to ultimately fail. In
order to successfully lose weight, explains Dr. Mike Dow, dieters should be
sensitive both to their emotional and physical needs. Dr. Dow, a psychologist who
specializes in addictive behavior and eating disorders, introduces a four-week
program for breaking the hold that food has over the body, mind, and spirit by
gradually decreasing the amount of "bad" foods while increasing activities and
foods that boost serotonin and dopamine levels. Sensible and uniquely effective,
Diet Rehab eliminates the withdrawal pains of most diet plans, and provides the
structure for a sustainable, healthy, and happy lifestyle.

The 17 Day Diet
“If diets worked, we'd all be thin by now. Instead, we have enlisted hundreds of
millions of people into a war we can't win." What’s the secret to losing weight? If
you’re like most of us, you’ve tried cutting calories, sipping weird smoothies,
avoiding fats, and swapping out sugar for Splenda. The real secret is that all of
those things are likely to make you weigh more in a few years, not less. In fact, a
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good predictor of who will gain weight is who says they plan to lose some. Last
year, 108 million Americans went on diets, to the applause of doctors, family, and
friends. But long-term studies of dieters consistently find that they’re more likely to
end up gaining weight in the next two to fifteen years than people who don’t diet.
Neuroscientist Sandra Aamodt spent three decades in her own punishing cycle of
starving and regaining before turning her scientific eye to the research on weight
and health. What she found defies the conventional wisdom about dieting: ·Telling
children that they’re overweight makes them more likely to gain weight over the
next few years. Weight shaming has the same effect on adults. ·The calories you
absorb from a slice of pizza depend on your genes and on your gut bacteria. So
does the number of calories you’re burning right now. ·Most people who lose a lot
of weight suffer from obsessive thoughts, binge eating, depression, and anxiety.
They also burn less energy and find eating much more rewarding than it was
before they lost weight. ·Fighting against your body’s set point—a central tenet of
most diet plans—is exhausting, psychologically damaging, and ultimately
counterproductive. If dieting makes us fat, what should we do instead to stay
healthy and reduce the risks of diabetes, heart disease, and other obesity-related
conditions? With clarity and candor, Aamodt makes a spirited case for abandoning
diets in favor of behaviors that will truly improve and extend our lives.

The Hormone Diet
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In a society that purges thirteen-year-olds who are creative, identical twins Aaron
and Alex are separated, one to attend University while the other, supposedly
Eliminated, finds himself in a wondrous place where youths hone their abilities and
learn magic.

Fight Fat After Forty
A Wrinkle in Time is the winner of the 1963 Newbery Medal. It was a dark and
stormy night—Meg Murry, her small brother Charles Wallace, and her mother had
come down to the kitchen for a midnight snack when they were upset by the
arrival of a most disturbing stranger. "Wild nights are my glory," the unearthly
stranger told them. "I just got caught in a downdraft and blown off course. Let me
sit down for a moment, and then I'll be on my way. Speaking of ways, by the way,
there is such a thing as a tesseract." A tesseract (in case the reader doesn't know)
is a wrinkle in time. To tell more would rob the reader of the enjoyment of Miss
L'Engle's unusual book. A Wrinkle in Time, winner of the Newbery Medal in 1963, is
the story of the adventures in space and time of Meg, Charles Wallace, and Calvin
O'Keefe (athlete, student, and one of the most popular boys in high school). They
are in search of Meg's father, a scientist who disappeared while engaged in secret
work for the government on the tesseract problem.
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The Fatburn Fix
Against all odds, Katniss Everdeen has won the annual Hunger Games with fellow
district tribute Peeta Mellark. But it was a victory won by defiance of the Capitol
and their harsh rules. Katniss and Peeta should be happy. After all, they have just
won for themselves and their families a life of safety and plenty. But there are
rumors of rebellion among the subjects, and Katniss and Peeta, to their horror, are
the faces of that rebellion. The Capitol is angry. The Capitol wants revenge.

Sugar Brain Fix
Dr. Hyman's revolutionary weight-loss program, based on the #1 New York Times
bestseller The Blood Sugar Solution, supercharged for immediate results! The key
to losing weight and keeping it off is maintaining low insulin levels. Based on Dr.
Hyman's groundbreaking Blood Sugar Solution program, THE BLOOD SUGAR
SOLUTION 10-DAY DETOX DIET presents strategies for reducing insulin levels and
producing fast and sustained weight loss. Dr. Hyman explains how to: activate your
natural ability to burn fat--especially belly fat; reduce inflammation; reprogram
your metabolism; shut off your fat-storing genes; de-bug your digestive system;
create effortless appetite control; and soothe the stress to shed the pounds. With
practical tools designed to achieve optimum wellness, including meal plans,
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recipes, and shopping lists, as well as step-by-step, easy-to-follow advice on green
living, supplements, medication, exercise, and more, THE BLOOD SUGAR
SOLUTION 10-DAY DETOX DIET is the fastest way to lose weight, prevent disease,
and feel your best.

Never Binge Again(tm)
Based on Gabor Maté’s two decades of experience as a medical doctor and his
groundbreaking work with the severely addicted on Vancouver’s skid row, In the
Realm of Hungry Ghosts radically reenvisions this much misunderstood field by
taking a holistic approach. Dr. Maté presents addiction not as a discrete
phenomenon confined to an unfortunate or weak-willed few, but as a continuum
that runs throughout (and perhaps underpins) our society; not a medical
"condition" distinct from the lives it affects, rather the result of a complex interplay
among personal history, emotional, and neurological development, brain
chemistry, and the drugs (and behaviors) of addiction. Simplifying a wide array of
brain and addiction research findings from around the globe, the book avoids glib
self-help remedies, instead promoting a thorough and compassionate selfunderstanding as the first key to healing and wellness. In the Realm of Hungry
Ghosts argues persuasively against contemporary health, social, and criminal
justice policies toward addiction and those impacted by it. The mix of personal
stories—including the author’s candid discussion of his own "high-status" addictive
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tendencies—and science with positive solutions makes the book equally useful for
lay readers and professionals.

Fever 1793
If you're a man who struggles with binge eating, emotional eating, stress eating, or
if you repeatedly manage to lose weight only to gain it all back, you may be
approaching things with the wrong mindset. Most contemporary thought on
overeating and bingeing focuses on healing and self-love-a very feminine
approach. But men who've overcome food and weight issues often report it was
more like capturing and caging a rabid dog than learning to love their inner child
Open the cage even an inch-or show that dog an ounce of fear-and it'll quickly
burst out to shred your healthy eating plans, undoing all your progress in a
heartbeat. From his perspective as a formerly food-obsessed psychologist-and
previous consultant to major food manufacturers-Dr. Livingston shares specific
techniques for isolating and permanently dis-empowering your "fat thinking self."
He reveals much of his own personal journey in the process. If despite your best
intentions you find yourself in one or more of the following situations then this
book is for you You've tried diet after diet with no permanent success You
constantly think about food and/or your weight You feel driven to eat when you're
not hungry (emotional overeating) You sometimes feel you can't stop eating even
though you're full You sometimes feel guilty or ashamed of what you've eaten You
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behave differently with food in private than you do when you're with other people
You feel the need to fast and/or severely restrict your food to "make up" for serious
bouts of overeating Never Binge Again can help you: Dramatically improve your
ability to stick to ANY healthy food plan so you can achieve your weight loss and/or
fitness goals Quickly recover from mistakes without self judgement or unnecessary
guilt Free yourself from the prison of food obsession so you can enjoy a satisfying,
delicious, and healthy diet for the rest of your life! "What the Hades is this? It can't
be this simple. But I'm closer to my goal weight than I've been in decades!" - Peter
Borromeo "A powerful, thought provoking, and very un-ladylike approach to the
problem of bingeing!" - Stephanie King "A unique and brilliant way to leverage will
power; passionate, convincing, defiant and inspiring - all at the same time" Richard Guy "Never Binge Again squelched that awful voice in the back of my mind
which says 'you'll backslide eventually, no matter what.' Thanks to this book failure
is no longer an option!" - Warren Start "I'm still reeling with the revelation I have
the ability to Never Binge Again, just like my ability to never rob a bank, never
push and old lady into traffic, or never jump off of a perfectly good cliff! [] This
book is THE TOOL I need to conquer ever attempting to satisfy emotional feelings
with carbo-laden calories again!" - Traci Rickards "If you follow this simple
program, you CAN see results without the 'normal' struggle. No eating foods you
don't like. No fancy rules, schedules or psychotic workouts. It puts you fully in
charge of your eatingand it's sustainable." - Keith Duncan CPT (Certified Personal
Trainer) "Refreshingly unlike any other nutrition/healthy-eating/wellbeing title I've
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ever readand I've read quite a few! The total absence of charts, food diaries,
calorie counters and so on is fabulous." - Celia Almeida

Why Diets Make Us Fat
Detailed summary and analysis of The Power of Habit.

The Power of Habit: by Charles Duhigg | Summary & Analysis
In the United States, some populations suffer from far greater disparities in health
than others. Those disparities are caused not only by fundamental differences in
health status across segments of the population, but also because of inequities in
factors that impact health status, so-called determinants of health. Only part of an
individual's health status depends on his or her behavior and choice; communitywide problems like poverty, unemployment, poor education, inadequate housing,
poor public transportation, interpersonal violence, and decaying neighborhoods
also contribute to health inequities, as well as the historic and ongoing interplay of
structures, policies, and norms that shape lives. When these factors are not
optimal in a community, it does not mean they are intractable: such inequities can
be mitigated by social policies that can shape health in powerful ways.
Communities in Action: Pathways to Health Equity seeks to delineate the causes of
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and the solutions to health inequities in the United States. This report focuses on
what communities can do to promote health equity, what actions are needed by
the many and varied stakeholders that are part of communities or support them,
as well as the root causes and structural barriers that need to be overcome.

Food: The Good Girl's Drug
The greatly anticipated final book in the New York Times bestselling Hunger Games
trilogy by Suzanne Collins. The Capitol is angry. The Capitol wants revenge. Who
do they think should pay for the unrest? Katniss Everdeen. The final book in The
Hunger Games trilogy by Suzanne Collins will have hearts racing, pages turning,
and everyone talking about one of the biggest and most talked-about books and
authors in recent publishing history!!!!

The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes (A Hunger Games Novel)
In this wide ranging exposition of the various economic theories of technological
change, Stanislaw Gomulka relates them to rates of growth experienced by
different economies in both the short and the long term. Analysis of countries as
diverse as Japan, the Soviet Union and the United Kingdom demonstrates that
there is an interdependence between technological change and the institutional
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and cultural characteristics of different countries, which can have a profound effect
on their rates of growth. All of the major, relevant models are discussed, including
those of Kuznets and Phelps, but throughout the emphasis is on the creation of a
unified theoretical framework to help explain the impact of technological progress
on both a micro and a macro scale.

The 20/20 Diet
In this new edition of Diet Rehab, best-selling author and brain-health expert, Dr.
Mike Dow, shows how sugar effects brain chemistry, and provides new research on
dieting and hypnosis. What makes a healthy brain? The answer is simpler than you
think. In Diet Rehab, Dr. Mike Dow shared a simple, yet powerful plan to help
readers kick their food addictions. Since then, Dr. Dow has gone on to become a
New York Times best-selling author, and has continued to research and publish
books extensively on improving brain health. Over the past five years, he's
gathered even more data that shows how our standard American diet is harming
our brains and our bodies--and what we can do about it. In 2015, the first human
study linking the blood-sugar spiking Western diet and a smaller hippocampus was
published. There is now scientific proof that sugar is shrinking the brain! With The
Sugar Brain Fix, Dr. Dow takes a closer look at how sugar effects brain chemistry,
and the ways we can fix it. The book features cutting-edge research and Dr. Dow's
modified Mediterranean diet--the best diet for brain health and wellness. The Sugar
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Brain Fix will also incorporate research about hypnosis, and other activities to
naturally boost brain health. At its core, The Sugar Brain Fix is a cognitive
behavioral guide for boosting serotonin and dopamine levels in the brain with a
new-and-improved diet and natural mind-set shifts, while improving overall health.
The diet has a clinically proven, 3-prong approach: 1) eliminate sugar, 2) boost
Mediterranean-diet-friendly fats, 3) increase probiotics.

The Blood Sugar Solution 10-Day Detox Diet
Building on the science of nutrition that she outlined in her bestselling book,
Potatoes Not Prozac, Dr. Kathleen DesMaisons now presents the first complete, indepth dietary plan for living with–and healing–sugar sensitivity. She explains
exactly how you can free your mind and body from the tyranny of sugar and shake
off the exhaustion, mental fogginess, and mood swings that sugar dependence
causes. Revealing the various ways sugar addiction affects both men and women,
and the unique methods for healing it, Dr. DesMaisons encourages you to customtailor her simple program to fit your lifestyle and includes information on • How to
integrate a “slow-carbs not low-carbs” strategy into your diet • Why regular protein
is essential and how to get it with every meal • What to eat when a sugar craving
strikes • How to get the nutrition you need on the run–even at fast-food
restaurants • How to find an exercise program you’ll enjoy • Ten breakfasts you
can prepare in a flash • Menus and recipes for every lifestyle and taste Practical,
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hands-on, and reader friendly, The Sugar Addict’s Total Recovery Program will
transform your life by helping you eat right–starting today! From the Trade
Paperback edition.

The Theory of Technological Change and Economic Growth
Drawing on her experience in addictions treatment, and many personal stories of
recovery, Dr. Vera Tarman offers practical advice for people struggling with
problems of overeating, binge eating, anorexia, and bulimia. Food Junkies, now in
its second edition, is a friendly and informative guide on the road to food serenity.

Mockingjay (The Hunger Games, Book 3)
Fight food addiction and overeating with fitness guides, recipes, and meal plans
from renowned physician Pam Peeke. In The Hunger Fix, Dr. Pam Peeke uses the
latest neuroscience to explain how unhealthy food and behavioral "fixes" have
gotten us ensnared in a vicious cycle of overeating and addiction. She even shows
that dopamine rushes in the body work exactly the same way with food as with
cocaine. Luckily, we are all capable of rewiring, and the very same dopaminedriven system can be used to reward us for healthful, exciting, and fulfilling
activities. The Hunger Fix lays out a science-based, three-stage plan to break the
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addiction to false fixes and replace them with healthier actions. Fitness guides,
meal plans, and recipes are constructed to bolster the growth of new neurons and
stimulate the body's reward system. Gradually, healthy fixes like meditating, going
for a run, laughing, and learning a new language will replace the junk food, couch
time, and other bad habits that leave us unhappy and overweight. Packed with
practical tips, useful advice, and plenty of wit, wisdom, and inspiring stories of
those who have successfully transformed their bodies, The Hunger Fix is a lifechanging program for anyone (of any size) trapped by food obsession and the urge
to overeat.

Communities in Action
Beverly Hills nutritionist Haylie Pomroy has a long list of loyal celebrity clients including Jennifer Lopez, Raquel Welch and Reese Witherspoon. With this book she
reveals her red carpet secrets - and promises you can lose up to 20lbs in 28 days.
On this plan you're going to eat a lot - and still lose weight. You're not going to
count a single calorie or fat gram. Instead, you're going to rotate what you're
eating throughout each week in proven plan designed to set your metabolism on
fire. Phase I (Monday-Tuesday): Lots of carbs and fruits Phase II (WednesdayThursday): Lots of proteins and veggies Phase III (Friday-Sunday): All of the above,
plus healthy fats and oils By keeping your metabolism guessing, you'll get it
working faster. You'll see the weight fall off, your cholesterol drop, your blood
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sugar stabilize, your energy increase, your sleep improve, and your stress
dramatically reduce. All thanks to the miraculous power of real, delicious,
satisfying food! Complete with 4 weeks of meal plans and over 50 recipes including vegetarian, organic, and gluten-free options - this is the silver bullet for
anyone who wants to naturally and safely eat their way to a slimmer, healthier
body.

The Little Book of Restorative Justice
Dr Mike Moreno's 17 Day Dietis a revolutionary new weight-loss programme that
activates your skinny gene so that you burn fat day in and day out. The diet is
structured around four 17-day cycles: Accelerate- the rapid weight loss portion that
helps flush sugar and fat storage from your system; Activate-the metabolic restart
portion with alternating low and high calorie days to help shed body fat; Achieve this phase is about learning to control portions and introducing new fitness
routines; Arrive - A combination of the first three cycles to keep good habits up for
good. Each cycle changes your calorie count and the food that you're eating. The
variation that Dr. Mike calls 'body confusion' is designed to keep your metabolism
guessing. This is not a diet that relies on a tiny list of approved foods, gruelling
exercise routines, or unrealistic calorie counts that leave you hungry and
unfulfilled. Each phase comes with extensive lists of what dieters can and can't eat
while on the phase, but also offers acceptable cheats. He advises readers not to
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drink while on the diet, but concedes that if they absolutely have to then they
should at least drink red wine. Dr Mike knows that a diet can only work if it's
compatible with the real world, and so he's designed the programme with usability
as a top priority.

The Sugar Addict's Total Recovery Program
Many of us experience signs and symptoms of hormonal imbalance every day. Do
you have trouble dragging yourself out of bed in the morning? Ever have an
uncontrollable sugar craving at 3 p.m.? Chronic headaches? Lack of energy? Do
you get stressed just sitting in your office? Our bodies are wired to send us signals
when something isn't right, but often we're too busy to hear them. Compounding
the problem is a lack of understanding about the consequences if these symptoms
are left unaddressed. Without hormonal balances, we are more likely to succumb
to many diseases and illnesses. The Hormone Diet lays out a foolproof plan to
balance your life, one hormone at a time. But it is more than just a diet book. Along
with advice for weight loss, Dr. Natasha Turner provided recommendations for antiinflammatory detox, nutritional supplements, exercise, sleep, stress management,
toxin-free skin care, and natural hormone replacement combined with a diet
plan—all incorporated into a 3-step wellness program focused on the essentials of
hormone balance for lasting health.
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The City of Ember
Ambition will fuel him. Competition will drive him. But power has its price.

The Fast Metabolism Diet
Originally published: London: Little, Brown, 2000.

The Unwanteds
Menopause Reset! is the revolutionary, scientifically-proven program that helps
women control the physiological effects of perimenopause and menopause with
mind, diet, and exercise solutions that keep blood sugar levels stable and bodies in
the fat-burning zone all day long. In the past, controversial hormonal replacement
therapy was the only method by which women could positively affect menopausal
symptoms. But Menopause Reset! changes all of that. The program specifically
regulates blood glucose with food, exercise, and highly effective stress reduction
techniques, allowing women to stop and reverse menopausal weight and fat gain.
Based on the successful treatment of tens of thousands of women whose lifechanging results are included in the book, Dr. Harpaz has put together an easy,
3-step solution that targets the triggers of menopause and its symptoms.
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Menopause Reset! teaches women all about their metabolic mechanisms: what
they are, how they work, and, most importantly, how to manipulate them to
achieve sustainable weight loss and get their bodies back!

Diet Rehab
Sunny Sea Gold started fighting a binge eating disorder in her teens. But most
books on the topic were aimed at older women, women she had a hard time
relating to. Calling on top psychiatrists, nutritionists, and fitness experts, Sunny
offers real advice to a new generation fighting an age-old war. With humor and
compassion from someone who's seen it all, Food: The Good Girl's Drug is about
experiences shared by many women-whether they've been struggling with
compulsive overeating their whole lives, or have just admitted to themselves, that
yes, it's more than just a bad habit.

The 21-Day Sugar Detox Daily Guide
A renowned cardiologist discusses the importance of understanding the glycemic
index values of foods and presents a weight-loss program that includes meal plans
and recipes.
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Body-for-Life for Women
The 20/20 Diet by Dr. Phil McGraw gives readers a perfect, 20/20 vision of what
their lives and bodies will look like when they finally lose weight and keep it off
forever.

Menopause Reset!
It's a fact: stress makes you fat. Renowned clinician and scientist Dr. Pamela Peeke
goes beyond diet and exercise with a lifestyle program that shows women how to
stop being diet "POWs" ("Prisoners Of Weight") or victims of "Toxic Stress" and how
to evolve into physically and mentally stress-resilient individuals. Peeke helps
women identify their stress-eating profiles (Are you a stress-overeater? A stressundereater?) and explains that to remove weight, you have to lift weight. She
explains what to eat and, equally as important, when to eat by navigating the
afternoon "CortiZone," the hours of highest vulnerability to stress eating. Learn
how to put it all together through the fine art of regrouping. Women can tailor this
accessible program to their individual needs using Peeke's three behavior
templates: * Stress-resilient nutrition * Stress-resilient physical activity * Stressresilient regrouping Dr. Peeke's program is a must for women who want to break
the stress-fat cycle that has thickened their after-forty waistlines.
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Hidden Hunger
Renowned therapist, eating disorder specialist and recovering food addict Kay
Sheppard helps countless individuals win their battles over food addiction—people
for whom diets, pills and purging have become a way of life. In 1993, her
groundbreaking book, , explained the illness of food addiction from the
physiological origins through recovery. Today, obesity is on the rise. In addition to
the 300,000 overweight people in this country, millions more who may not look
overweight are unable to control their eating. Sheppard’s follow-up book, From the
First Biteoffers the latest medical insights into food addiction coupled with timetested, practical advice. Unlike other books that are very dry in nature, this book
includes compelling personal stories and do’s and don’ts from other recovering and
relapsed food addicts, including the author herself, who began her own recovery in
1967. The book explains how to avoid the physiological and situational triggers
that lead to relapse; how to confront the emotional issues behind food cravings;
how to establish a balanced food plan that eliminates cravings; and how to avoid
hidden dangers in cleverly packaged foods. The book also includes a handy TwelveStep workbook. Just as Sheppard’s first book broke new ground, her latest work
offers a critical first step for food addicts on the road to physical, emotional and
spiritual recovery.
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Fit to Live
A proven plan to optimize your health by reclaiming your natural ability to burn
body fat for fuel The ability to use body fat for energy is essential to health—but
over decades of practice, renowned family physician Catherine Shanahan, M.D.,
observed that many of her patients could not burn their body fat between meals,
trapping them in a downward spiral of hunger, fatigue, and weight gain. In The
Fatburn Fix, Dr. Shanahan shows us how industrially produced vegetable oils
accumulate in our body fat and disrupt our body’s energy-producing systems,
driving food addictions that hijack our moods and habits while making it nearly
impossible to control our weight. To reclaim our health, we need to detoxify our
body fat and help repair our “fatburn” capabilities. Dr. Shanahan shares five
important rules to fix your fatburn: 1) Eat natural fats, not vegetable oils. 2) Eat
slow-digesting carbs, not starchy carbs or sweets. 3) Seek salt. 4) Drink plenty of
water. 5) Supplement with vitamins and minerals. She then provides a
revolutionary, step-by-step plan to help reboot your fatburn potential in as little as
two weeks. This customizable two-phase plan is widely accessible, easy to follow,
and will appeal to the full spectrum of diet ideologies, from plant-based to
carnivore to keto and beyond. By making a few changes to what you eat and when,
you will lose unwanted weight and restore your body’s ability to store and release
energy. With The Fatburn Fix, Dr. Shanahan shows how regaining your fatburn is
the key to effortless weight loss and a new, elevated life, paving the way to
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abundant energy and long-term health and happiness.

From the First Bite
The book that will “blow you away”** has a dazzling new look in paperback! Saba
has spent her whole life in Silverlake, a dried-up wasteland ravaged by constant
sandstorms. The Wrecker civilization has long been destroyed, leaving only
landfills for Saba and her family to scavenge from. That's fine by her, as long as
her beloved twin brother Lugh is around. But when four cloaked horsemen capture
Lugh, Saba's world is shattered, and she embarks on a quest to get him back.
Suddenly thrown into the lawless, ugly reality of the outside world, Saba discovers
she is a fierce fighter, an unbeatable survivor, and a cunning opponent. Teamed up
with a handsome daredevil named Jack and a gang of girl revolutionaries called the
Free Hawks, Saba’s unrelenting search for Lugh stages a showdown that will
change the course of her own civilization. Blood Red Road has a searing pace, a
poetic writing style, and an epic love story—making Moira Young is one of the most
exciting new voices in teen fiction.

The Hunger Fix
Kiss cellulite goodbye! The Fat Flush® Plan melts fat from hips, waist, and thighs in
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just two weeks and re-shapes your body while detoxifying your system. The Fat
Flush Plan is a groundbreaking low carb/detox diet and fitness program. Fat Flush
is known as the only diet program that gets rid of bloat, supports the liver, cleans
up the lymph, and helps to eliminate the appearance of cellulite – for good. An
international best-seller with legions of devoted followers, The Fat Flush Plan has
been featured on "The View," as well as in cover articles in Time, Glamour, Self,
and many others. It is based upon essential fats (such as flax seed oil and flax
seeds), balanced proteins (including eggs, meat, fish, and moderate soy) plus lowglycemic healthy carbs from fat flushing fruits and vegetables. The Plan also
features “cleansing” tonics such as unsweetened cranberry juice and water, the
“Long Life Cocktail,” and daily hot water and lemon juice as well as a delicious
array of fat burning, water regulating, and insulin controlling herbs and spices
(think cayenne, mustard, cilantro, parsley, cinnamon, and cloves).

Eating Well for Optimum Health
Can certain foods hijack the brain in ways similar to drugs and alcohol, and is this
effect sufficiently strong to contribute to major diseases such as obesity, diabetes,
and heart disease, and hence constitute a public health menace? Terms like
"chocoholic" and "food addict" are part of popular lore, some popular diet books
discuss the concept of addiction, and there are food addiction programs with
names like Food Addicts in Recovery Anonymous. Clinicians who work with patients
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often hear the language of addiction when individuals speak of irresistible
cravings, withdrawal symptoms when starting a diet, and increasing intake of
palatable foods over time. But what does science show, and how strong is the
evidence that food and addiction is a real and important phenomenon? Food and
Addiction: A Comprehensive Handbook brings scientific order to the issue of food
and addiction, spanning multiple disciplines to create the foundation for what is a
rapidly advancing field and to highlight needed advances in science and public
policy. The book assembles leading scientists and policy makers from fields such
as nutrition, addiction, psychology, epidemiology, and public health to explore and
analyze the scientific evidence for the addictive properties of food. It provides
complete and comprehensive coverage of all subjects pertinent to food and
addiction, from basic background information on topics such as food intake,
metabolism, and environmental risk factors for obesity, to diagnostic criteria for
food addiction, the evolutionary and developmental bases of eating addictions, and
behavioral and pharmacologic interventions, to the clinical, public health, and legal
and policy implications of recognizing the validity of food addiction. Each chapter
reviews the available science and notes needed scientific advances in the field.

Food Junkies
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In the Realm of Hungry Ghosts
Leading Harvard Medical School expert and "obesity warrior" (Time magazine) Dr.
David Ludwig rewrites the rules on weight loss, diet, and health in this guide to
retraining your cells and reclaiming your health for life. Forget everything you've
been taught about dieting. In Always Hungry?, renowned endocrinologist Dr. David
Ludwig explains why traditional diets don't work and presents a radical new plan to
help you lose weight without hunger, improve your health, and feel great. For over
two decades, Dr. Ludwig has been at the forefront of research into weight control.
His groundbreaking studies show that overeating doesn't make you fat; the
process of getting fat makes you overeat. That's because fat cells play a key role in
determining how much weight you gain or lose. Low-fat diets work against you by
triggering fat cells to hoard more calories for themselves, leaving too few for the
rest of the body. This "hungry fat" sets off a dangerous chain reaction that leaves
you feeling ravenous as your metabolism slows down. Cutting calories only makes
the situation worse by creating a battle between mind and metabolism that we're
destined to lose. You gain more weight even as you struggle to eat less food.
Always Hungry? turns dieting on its head with a three-phase program that ignores
calories and targets fat cells directly. The recipes and meal plan include luscious
high-fat foods (like nuts and nut butters, full-fat dairy, avocados, and dark
chocolate), savory proteins, and natural carbohydrates. The result? Fat cells
release their excess calories, and you lose weight - and inches - without battling
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cravings and constant hunger. This is dieting without deprivation. Forget calories.
Forget cravings. Forget dieting. Always hungry? reveals a liberating new way to
tame hunger and lose weight for good.
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